NTCIR-11 Cordinate Organization

(Alphabetical Order)

NTCIR-11 is organized by the cooperation and voluntary work of the chairs and task organizers from the following organizations. We appreciate their hard work. Thank you!

Academia Sinica, Taiwan
Carnegie Mellon University, USA
Dublin City University, Ireland
Fuji Xerox Co., Ltd., Japan
Gunma University, Japan
Jacobs University Bremen, Germany
JST PRESTO, Japan
Kagawa Nutrition University, Japan
KDDI Corporation, Japan
Keio University, Japan
Kyoto University, Japan
Microsoft, USA
Microsoft Research Asia, China
National Institute of Informatics, Japan
National Taiwan Ocean University, Taiwan
NEC Corporation, Japan
Northeastern University, USA
RMIT University, Australia
Ryukoku University, Japan
Shizuoka University, Japan
The Graduate University for Advanced Studiesw(SOKENDAI)
The National Institute of Advanced Industrial Science and Technology, Japan
The University of Tokyo, Japan
Toyonashi University of Technology, Japan
Tsinghua University, China
University of Edinburgh, UK
University of Glasgow, UK
University of Maryland, USA
University of Tsukuba, Japan
University of Udine, Italy
University of Waterloo, Canada
University of Yamanashi, Japan
Waseda University, Japan
Yahoo! Research Barcelona, Spain
Yokohama National University, Japan
Yummly, USA